We show how orthogonal designs OD(48p²t;16p²t, 16p²t,16p²t) can be constructed from an Hadamard matrix of order 4p and an OD(4t;t,t,t,t). This allows us to assert that OD(48p²t; 16p²t,16p²t,16p²t) exist for all t,p ≤ 102 except possibly for tє{67, 71,73,77,79,83,86,89,91,97}. These designs are new.
Introduction 437 Let H = (h jj ) be a matrix of order h with h ij E{l,-I}. H is called an
Hadamard matrix of order n, if HHT '"" hlh where Ih denotes the identity matrix order of h.
An orthogonal design A, of order H, type (P"P2"" , p, ..), denoted OD(njp"pz, ... , Pu) , on the commuting variables (±x,,±X v '" ,±Xu,O) is a square matrix of order 11 with entries ±xk where each Xk occur Pk times in each row and column such that the rows are pairwise orthogonal.
In other words AA T ,.,. (PIX? + ... + Pux~)I".
It is known that the maximum number of variables is an orthogonal design is p(n), the' Radon number, where for n=Z 'b, b odd, set a=4c+d, O:::; d<4, then p(n)=Sc +2d. OD(4tjt, t, t, t) , otherwise called Baumert-Hall arrays, and OD(2 P ja,b,2 P -a-b) have been extensively used to construct Hadamard matrices and weighing matrices. For details see Geramita. and Seberry (HI7Q). Geramita, Geramita and Wallis (=Seberry) Wa and W 4 are formed similarly but are back-circulant in blocks (i.e., type 2) in the language of Seberry-Wallis and Whiteman).
Thus WI' W 2 , W a , W( are VVilJiamson-type matrices of order 12p2 they can be used to replace the variables of an OD(4i1, 1, 1, 1) to get an OD(48p2; 16p2, 16p2, 16p2, 16p2) . In general they can be used to replace the variables of an OD(4tit,t,t,t) so we have
